
Inflammatory reactions were phenomenologically

described in ancient times. Already in the IV century

B.C., Hippocrates depicted signs of inflammation that in

a familiar classic view were articulated by Celsius, a con-

temporary of Jesus of Nazareth: redness (rubor), pain

(dolor), heat (calor), and swelling (tumor). The famous

Roman physician Galen, who lived and worked in the II

century A.D. proposed a fifth sign – disturbance of func-

tion (functio laesa). Since then, over the last two thousand

years only one more sign has been added to a general clin-

ical picture of inflammation (figure) [1]: a shift of base-

acid balance to acidic pH (acidosis) due to hypoxia [2].

Even Galen rightly pointed out that inflammation is

a natural body defense reaction [3], and the outstanding

Scottish military surgeon John Hunter assigned an

important role to inflammation during healing of gunshot

wounds [4]. Now we understand that inflammation is

tightly bound to innate immunity and its molecular

mechanisms, and many inflammatory mediators are a

part of innate immunity inherent to all multicellular

organisms [5]. However, great physicians of the foretime

were mainly guided by intuition and inferences based on

the works of their predecessors as well as on personal

experience, whereas inflammation theory became scien-

tifically justified only in the second half of the XIXth cen-

tury owing to studies by Rudolf Virchow [6], Ilya

Metchnikoff [7], and their followers. Virchow first point-

ed to damaged cells at the site of inflammation as a plau-

sible triggering mechanism, whereas Metchnikoff discov-

ered the phenomenon of phagocytosis that mechanisti-

cally explained the need for recruiting leukocytes to

inflamed tissues. It took a hundred more years until the

phenomenon of inflammation was gradually described in

molecular terms, including both cells and inflammatory

mediators, to understand what cell types elicit or sense

certain molecular signals.

They distinguish acute inflammation, which, strictly

speaking, is manifested by cardinal signs of inflammation,

and chronic inflammation that can occur in the absence

of some of them. Chronic inflammation can contribute to

emergence of serious pathological conditions such as

autoimmunity, diabetes, and cancer [8, 9]. Although usu-

ally inflammation is not a primary cause, it plays an

important role in development of these diseases, and

treatment aimed at suppressing inflammation in many

cases can improve the clinical picture [10].

This special issue of Biokhimiya/Biochemistry

(Moscow) contains 15 reviews and experimental papers

discussing inflammation that give an idea about some

developing trends, both in basic biological and in clinical

areas.

Innate immunity, apart from the abovementioned

role in protecting the body against infections and tissue

damage, is also involved in maintaining stability of the

body’s internal environment, or homeostasis. It is

believed that myeloid cells are a core of innate immunity

[11], although recently a significant role was assigned to

innate lymphoid cells [12]. The most important inflam-

matory mediators include cytokines and chemokines

mounting local inflammatory reaction [13], as well as low
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molecular weight mediators acting on other body systems

such as the nervous, cardiovascular, and endocrine sys-

tems [14]. These mediators are synthesized by various cell

types resulting from triggered signaling cascades, some of

which are initiated by innate immunity receptors. The

latter may be located both on the cell surface and inside

cells or cell organelles, and become activated in response

to microbiota, tissue damage, or stress signals [15].

Inflammasomes as intracellular signaling platforms

involved in reactions of innate immunity and inflamma-

tion are able to respond not only to pathogen-derived

components but also to various endogenous signals that

may occur under sterile conditions [16, 17], to inorganic

environmental components [18] or to vaccine adjuvants

[19].

This special issue of Biokhimiya/Biochemistry

(Moscow) contains studies with laboratory animals and

cell-based models as well as projects aimed at examining

biological samples obtained from patients and volunteers.

Genetic heterogeneity in the human population is a fun-

damental obstacle inherent to investigating human dis-

eases. It creates specific difficulties upon cell or tissue

grafting, whereas in other cases it results in substantial

variability of inflammatory and other reactions. At the

gene expression level, the majority of statistically signifi-

cant variations are associated with single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNP), whereas the remainder – with copy

number variations [20]. In most cases, SNP association

may only point to a certain chromosomal locus, although

there are many cases when direct causal relation was

found between an SNP and a functional variation. In par-

ticular, while examining various inflammation-related

disorders, SNPs were found in coding regions and pro-

moters of cytokine genes that profoundly affected either

their functional activity [21] or expression level [22].

The articles collected in this issue cover many, yet

not all, research areas in the biology of inflammation. The

limited space of one journal issue did not allow proper

consideration of a number of essential topics such as the

role of acute phase proteins, glucocorticoids, and non-

steroidal antiinflammatory drugs in diagnostics and treat-

ment of cardiovascular diseases [23-25], inflammation in

developing type 2 diabetes [26], and inflammatory

pathologies in neurodegenerative diseases [27].
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Known since ancient times, clinical signs of inflammation are often jocularly depicted as the Atlanteans each suffering from a certain symp-

tom. This cartoon is usually considered to have been inspired by the British scientist Derek Willoughby known for developing models of inflam-

matory pathologies in laboratory animals and studies of physiological inflammatory mediators including histamine [1]. Inflammatory media-

tors recruit leukocytes to the site of inflammation, simultaneously activating blood vessel endothelium and increasing its permeability. As a

result, blood inflow is manifested by redness, locally elevated temperature, and swelling. Compression of the nerve endings elicits pain sensa-

tion. The latter combined with altered mechanical properties of organs may disturb their function. Impaired oxygen tissue supply and gly-

colytic shift with subsequently lowered pH result from swelling as well [2]. In addition, local tissue acidification is also related to pain sensa-

tion
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